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	Digital Integrated Circuits: Analysis and Design, 9780849319518 (084931951X), CRC Press, 2003
This is a well-written solid engineering oriented book … an excellent book for a first course which concentrates on digital electronics at the transistor level.
 -IEEE Circuits and Systems Magazine, Vol. 4, No. 4, 2004

…Ayers discusses a wide range of topics-each properly arranged, concisely explained, and clearly presented. He offers a learn-by-doing approach using chapter laboratory exercises and problems. These exercises together with the bibliography help readers deepen their understanding and widen their views of digital integrated circuits, making the book ideal for either a classroom resource or for independent study … Summing Up: Recommended.
 -CHOICE

There is no field of enterprise today more dynamic or more challenging than Digital Integrated Circuits. But because of its rapid development, the field has quickly outgrown most of the standard textbooks. The field is also decidedly interdisciplinary. Engineers now must understand materials, physics, devices, processing electromagnetics, computer tools, and economics along with circuits and design rules, but few if any texts take the interdisciplinary approach that best prepares students for their future studies and practice.Author John Ayers designed Digital Integrated Circuits: Analysis and Design to meet three primary objectives:·Take an interdisciplinary approach that will stay relevant for years to come·Provide broad coverage of the field relevant to students interested in designing integrated circuits and to those aiming towards designing with integrated circuits·Focus on the underlying principles rather than the details of current technologies that will soon be obsoleteRich with pedagogical features and supplementary materials, this book appears destined to set a new standard for digital integrated circuits texts. It provides all of the materials you need to offer the best possible course for engineering or computer science students, and it's clear, systematic presentation and wealth of solved examples build the solid, practical foundation today's students need.Prerequisites: Students will need an upper-level undergraduate engineering and science background with courses in circuits, electronics, and digital logic.
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PhoneGap 3.x Mobile Application Development HotshotPackt Publishing, 2014

	Create useful and exciting realworld apps for iOS and Android devices with 12 fantastic projects


	About This Book

	
		Use PhoneGap 3.x effectively to build real, functional mobile apps ranging from productivity apps to a simple arcade game
	
		Explore often-used design patterns in apps designed...



		

Adobe Creative Suite 2 Workflow : Integrating the Tools, Increasing Your ProductivityO'Reilly, 2005
Adobe CS2 makes it easy to work smarter.

Why not take advantage of all it has to offer?
 		

Odds are you already use Adobe's Creative Suite. Maybe you use some of its features all of the time, but you know it...


		

MCSA/MCSE: Windows XP Professional Fast PassSybex, 2004
The Perfect Preparation and Review Resource
     
     MCSA/MCSE:     Windows XP Professional Fast Pass is the streamlined tool you need to hone in     on critical XP information at this key stage in the certification process (exam     70-270). The enclosed CD lets you practice, practice, practice, and...




	

Practical Azure Application Development: A Step-by-Step Approach to Build Feature-Rich Cloud-Ready SolutionsApress, 2017

	
		Get started and learn a step-by-step approach to application development using Microsoft Azure. Select the right services to solve the problem at hand in a cost-effective manner and explore the potential different services and how they can help in building enterprise applications.
	


	
		Azure has an ample amount of...


		

Beginning ASP .NET 2.0 E-Commerce in C# 2005: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2005
Welcome to Beginning ASP.NET 2.0 E-Commerce in C# 2005: From Novice to Professional! The
explosive growth of retail over the Internet is encouraging more small- to medium-sized businesses
to consider the benefits of setting up e-commerce web sites. Although online retailing has
great and obvious advantages, there are also many hidden...

		

The Findability Formula: The Easy, Non-Technical Approach to Search Engine MarketingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
"...shows how to position your business front and centre when prospects are searching online for solutions you can provide." (Globe and Mail, April 2009)    

       To be successful in business you must be able to attract the right clients and persuade them to buy. However, on the internet, people only see what the search...
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